
Probabilty Parallel lines and their Angles Proportions and Similarity Circles

plot points write equations of parallel lines ratios and proportions parts of a circle

solve equations write equations of perpendicular lines similar polygons circumference

simple probabilty similar triangles measures of central angle and arcs

representing sample spaces Congruent Triangles proportional parts within triangles arcs, chords, tangents, secants

independent/dependent probabilty identify and classify triangles test write equations of circles

permutations and combinations triangle sum test

test exterior angle

corresponding parts of congruent triangle

isosceles and equilateral triangles

SSS, SAS, ASA, HL, AAS

Test 

Geometry Information Relationships in Triangles Right Triangles and Trigonometry 2-d  Shapes

points, lines, and planes midsegments and medians simplifying radicals area and perimeter

distance formula perpendicular and angle bisectors pythagorean theorem paralleograms, triangles, kites, rhombi

midpoint formula altitudes 45 45 90 triangles trapezoids, circles, regular polygons

test triangle inequality 30 60 90 triangles sectors, composite figures

Angles hinge theorem test test

classifying angles Test trigonometry in right triangles

angle measures angle of elevation and depression

congruent angles test

angle bisector

angle pair relationships

Parallel lines and their Angles Polygons/Quadrilaterals Transformations 3-d Shapes

parallel lines cut by a transversal interior/exterior angles of polygons reflections, translations volume

parallel and perpendicular lines sides and angles of paralleograms rotations, dilations prisms and cylinders

Test sides and angles of rectangles compostions of transformations cones and pyramids

sides and angles of rhombi test spheres

sides and angles of kites test

sides and angles of trapezoids surface area

sides and angles of squares prisms and cylinders

Test cones and pyramids

spheres

test

10 days 

and      

14 days 

11 days 14 days10 days

13 days

10 days          

and             

4 days

14 days

15 days

Geometry YAG 2020-2021

1st Nine Weeks 2nd Nine Weeks 3rd Nine Weeks 4th Nine Weeks

4 days 

and      

15 days

9 days

13 days

18 days



Probabilty Parallel lines and their Angles Proportions and Similarity Circles

plot points write equations of parallel lines ratios and proportions parts of a circle

solve equations write equations of perpendicular lines similar polygons circumference

simple probabilty similar triangles measures of central angle and arcs

representing sample spaces Congruent Triangles proportional parts within triangles arcs, chords, tangents, secants

independent/dependent probabilty identify and classify triangles test write equations of circles

permutations and combinations triangle sum test

test exterior angle

corresponding parts of congruent triangle

isosceles and equilateral triangles

SSS, SAS, ASA, HL, AAS

Test 

Geometry Information Relationships in Triangles Right Triangles and Trigonometry 2-d  Shapes

points, lines, and planes midsegments and medians simplifying radicals area and perimeter

distance formula perpendicular and angle bisectors pythagorean theorem paralleograms, triangles, kites, rhombi

midpoint formula altitudes 45 45 90 triangles trapezoids, circles, regular polygons

test triangle inequality 30 60 90 triangles sectors, composite figures

Angles hinge theorem test test

classifying angles Test trigonometry in right triangles

angle measures angle of elevation and depression

congruent angles test

angle bisector

angle pair relationships

Parallel lines and their Angles Polygons/Quadrilaterals Transformations 3-d Shapes

parallel lines cut by a transversal interior/exterior angles of polygons reflections, translations volume

parallel and perpendicular lines sides and angles of paralleograms rotations, dilations prisms and cylinders

Test sides and angles of rectangles compostions of transformations cones and pyramids

sides and angles of rhombi test spheres

sides and angles of kites test

sides and angles of trapezoids surface area

sides and angles of squares prisms and cylinders

Test cones and pyramids

spheres

test

10 days 

and      

14 days 

11 days 14 days10 days

13 days

10 days          

and             

4 days

14 days

15 days

Geometry PAP YAG 2020-2021

1st Nine Weeks 2nd Nine Weeks 3rd Nine Weeks 4th Nine Weeks

4 days 

and      

15 days

9 days

13 days

18 days



Probabilty Parallel lines and their Angles Proportions and Similarity Circles

plot points write equations of parallel lines ratios and proportions parts of a circle

solve equations write equations of perpendicular lines similar polygons circumference

simple probabilty similar triangles measures of central angle and arcs

representing sample spaces Congruent Triangles proportional parts within triangles arcs, chords, tangents, secants

independent/dependent probabilty identify and classify triangles test write equations of circles

permutations and combinations triangle sum test

test exterior angle

corresponding parts of congruent triangle

isosceles and equilateral triangles

SSS, SAS, ASA, HL, AAS

Test 

Geometry Information Relationships in Triangles Right Triangles and Trigonometry 2-d  Shapes

points, lines, and planes midsegments and medians simplifying radicals area and perimeter

distance formula perpendicular and angle bisectors pythagorean theorem paralleograms, triangles, kites, rhombi

midpoint formula altitudes 45 45 90 triangles trapezoids, circles, regular polygons

test triangle inequality 30 60 90 triangles sectors, composite figures

Angles hinge theorem test test

classifying angles Test trigonometry in right triangles

angle measures angle of elevation and depression

congruent angles test

angle bisector

angle pair relationships

Parallel lines and their Angles Polygons/Quadrilaterals Transformations 3-d Shapes

parallel lines cut by a transversal interior/exterior angles of polygons reflections, translations volume

parallel and perpendicular lines sides and angles of paralleograms rotations, dilations prisms and cylinders

Test sides and angles of rectangles compostions of transformations cones and pyramids

sides and angles of rhombi test spheres

sides and angles of kites test

sides and angles of trapezoids surface area

sides and angles of squares prisms and cylinders

Test cones and pyramids

spheres

test

10 days 

and      

14 days 

11 days 14 days10 days

13 days

10 days          

and             

4 days

14 days

15 days

Geometry STEM YAG 2020-2021

1st Nine Weeks 2nd Nine Weeks 3rd Nine Weeks 4th Nine Weeks

4 days 

and      

15 days

9 days

13 days

18 days



Algebra Review Parallel and Perpendicular Lines Quadrilaterals Transformations

Simplyfing Expressions Parallel and Perpendicular Lines Sum of Interior Angles Reflections

Simplyfing Radicals Transversals Sum of Exterior Angles Translations

Graphing Slops of Parallel and Perpenicular Lines Parallelograms Rotations

Solving Linear Equations Perpendiculars and Distance Rhombi and Squares Dialations

Inequalities Trapezoids Compostions

System of Equations Symmetry

Lines Interior and Exterior Angles Ratios / Proportions Perimeter, Area, Volume

Points, Lines, Planes, Rays, Segments Classifying Angles Similar Figures Perimeter and Area of Triangles

Lines Angle Sum Ratios Perimeter and Area of Parallelograms

Planes Exterior Angle Sum Proprtions Space Figure- Nets

Rays Interior Angle Sum Lines and Proportional Parts Surface Area of Prisms

Segements Parts of Similar Triangles Surface Area of Cylinders

Distance Formula Surface Area of Spheres

Midpoint Formula Volume of Triangular Prisms

Volume of Cylinders

Volume of Cones

Angles Triangles Right Triangles Circles

Identifying Angles Triangle Postulates Right Triangels Parts of a Circle

Classifying Angles Properties of Triangles Pythagorean Theorem Circumference

Angle Relationships Triangel Inequalities Special Right Triangles Area

Trig to find missing piece Chords

Angle of Elevation Diameter

Angle of Depression Tangents

Secants

Semester Review Semester Review

Semester Exam Semester Exam 

11 Days

Nine weeks test 1 day4 days 4 days

12 Days

12 Days

14 Days

20 Days

Nine weeks test 1 day

9 Days

13 Days

9 Days

14 Days

12 Days

Geometry RISE 2020-2021

1st Nine Weeks 2nd Nine Weeks 3rd Nine Weeks 4th Nine Weeks

11 Days

9 Days
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